
CROSSZYME
CROSSTEX

CrossZyme Concentrated
Enzyme Ultrasonic Cleaner has
a biodegradable, phosphate and
chloride free component to
enhance the removal of blood
and proteinaceous fluids. 

Gallon
3145255 [JEZ]
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CLEAN & SIMPLE - CONTINUED

biodegradable and non-caustic. 

64/Box
0063211 [CS0064]

144/Box
9326292 [CS0144]

COEZYME
GC AMERICA

Coezyme is formulated as a
neutral pH formula to guard
against instrument discoloration.
This concentrate contains two
proteolytic enzymes in a
powerful detergent base. It
efficiently dissolves organic
solids and protein, allowing the
detergent to carry the contaminates away. The low
foaming formula provides non-corrosive cleaning
of hard to reach surfaces, reducing the need for
manual cleaning. As a presoak solution, Coezyme
prevents solidification of organic substances on
instruments. If used as an ultrasonic cleaner, it
removes debris in less than three minutes. One
ounce makes one gallon of cleaner. 

1/2 Gallon
8190524   [557064]

DENTA-ZYME 
ECOLAB

Denta-Zyme is an enzyme plus 
detergent formulated to loosen and
remove blood, mucus and other 
organic matter from dental/surgical
instruments. 

Gallon
9564844 [61023245]

DIAMOND ZYME
KERR ROTARY

Diamond Zyme is a concentrated
enzymatic cleaning solution with
anticorrosive agents that help to

prevent dull or corroded dental burs and help
prolong the life of dental burs, hand instruments
and everything else. 

Quart
9593480 [EC-1200]

EFFERZYME
CROSSTEX

EfferZyme Tablets are a
biodegradable, non-chlorine
formulation containing fast
acting protease enzymes. It
enhances removal of blood
and other soils that may be resistant to chemical
detergents. The neutral pH formula will not 
damage or harm insturments/endoscopes.
EfferZyme contains no harsh alkaline components
and is non-corrosive. 

52/Box
3550100 [JET]

ENZOL ENZYMATIC
DETERGENT
JOHNSON & JOHNSON   

Enzol Enzymatic detergent is 
a mild, efficient presoak plus 
cleaner. This hard-working 
detergent can remove tough, 
dried-on or hard-to-reach 
organic matter from 
instruments before they´re 
disinfected. The proteolytic enzymes break down
organic matter in one easy step, thus minimizing

EMPOWER
KERR TOTALCARE

EmPower Dual Enzymatic
Detergent quickly removes
blood, protein and other
proteinaceous debris. The
neutral pH formula is an
economical concentrated 
product that is easy to use and
compatible with instruments. 
The ready-to-use foaming dual enzymatic spray
pre-cleans instruments. EmPower Foam saves time
by starting the pre-cleaning process for you. 

Liquid, Gallon
9543744   [10-4100]

Fragrance Free Liquid, Gallon
9543743   [10-4400]
                

Foam Spray, 24 oz.
9543746   [10-4224]
                

Dispensing Pump for 1 Gallon Bottle
9543747   [46-1000]

the need for time-consuming and potentially
hazardous mechanical cleaning. 

Gallon
3251223 [2252]

ENZYMAX
HU-FRIEDY

Enzymax dual enzyme ultrasonic detergent 
specifically formulated for efficient ultrasonic
cleaning or pre-soaking of cassettes and 
instruments. Contains Steelgard agents to protect
instruments from harmful minerals naturally found
in water that contribute to buildup, spotting and
corrosion. Can also be used as an evacuation 
system cleaner. It is also biodegradable and 
phosphate free. 

Pax Single Use Powder Packets, 1/2 oz.
8434020  32/Box [IMS-1232]                           
8434021   96/Box [IMS-1233]

Spray Gel
8434013   24 oz. [IMS-1229]                             

Powder
8434018   800 g [IMS-1230C]

Liquid Packets, 40/Box
8434010   1/3 oz. [MS-1222]                                
                

Liquid
8434015   Quart [IMS-1224]                             
8434016   Gallon [IMS-1226]                            
                 
Pump for Gallon
8434028  [IMS-1226P]

ENZYMAX EARTH
HU-FRIEDY

Enzymax Earth offers the same
superior cleaning attributes as
Enzymax, with an increased 
awareness of our environment.
While all Enzymax products are
biodegradable and phosphate free, Hu-Friedy’s
line of green detergents, Enzymax Earth, presents
less bioaccumulation potential and contains
enzyme stabilizers that are safer for the
environment. 

Powder Packets, 1/2 oz.
8434054  32/Pkg. [IMS-1332]                          
8434056  96/Pkg. [IMS-1333]                          

Liquid, Gallon            
8434058  [IMS-1336]
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